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1 Except for the social
diary use case, where we
want to measure how
active a particular person
is in his or her daily
social interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile crowdsensing (MCS) [1, 2] is a sensing
paradigm that complements traditional static-
only deployments [3]. MCS leverages human
mobility to achieve a larger sensing scale with
lower infrastructure support, especially in places
with frequent human activities. Broadly speak-
ing, MCS can find application in both ambient
sensing and social sensing, with ambient sensing
mainly targeting the monitoring or tracking of
physical phenomena such as pollution level, traf-
fic congestion, and parking availability. In the
social sensing sphere MCS applications can pro-
vide people with opportunities to connect
through social networks, share personal data,
and form social interactions. In this article, we
focus on the utility of MCS in the context of
social sensing.

The most direct form of social interaction
occurs through spoken language and conversa-
tions. Given its rich context, for decades scien-
tists have proposed diverse methodologies to
analyze the audio recorded during people’s con-
versations to characterize this particular social
interaction through various attributes such as
speech content (what), speaker identification
(who), and emotion detection (how). Although

these are excellent drivers for many social sens-
ing applications, there are two potential limita-
tions with the current approaches. First, they
need pre-labeled training data to train classifiers.
Second, while the analysis of their sensor data
can be meaningful for individuals, drawing statis-
tical conclusions for crowds is very challenging.

We note that one of the most important con-
textual attributes of a conversation, speaker
count, has been largely overlooked and can
break new ground in MCS applications. Speaker
count specifies the number of people who partic-
ipate in a conversation, which is one of the pri-
mary metrics to evaluate a social setting: how
crowded is a restaurant, how interactive is a lec-
ture or meeting, or how socially active is a per-
son [4, 5].

Given that mobile devices are becoming
increasingly powerful and ubiquitous, it is natu-
ral to envision new social monitoring architec-
tures, with the collection of these devices being
the only sensing and computing platform. In
pursuit of these goals, we have designed a sys-
tem called Crowd++, where we exploit the
audio from the smartphone’s microphone to
draw the social fingerprints of a place, an event,
or a person. Although mobile audio inference
has previously been used to characterize places
and events by picking up different sound cues in
the environment [6, 7], we tackle a completely
new angle. We infer the number of people in a
conversation — but not their identity1 — as well
as their interactions from the analysis of the
voices contained in audio snippets captured by
smartphones, without any prior knowledge of the
speakers and their speech characteristics [8]. 

One question that comes to mind is: Why do
we need a solution like Crowd++ to infer the
number of people in a place? Is it not enough to
simply count the number of WiFi devices associ-
ated with an access point, piggyback to a Blue-
tooth scan result, measure co-location, use
computer vision techniques to analyze the num-
ber of people in video images, or even use active
methods that require the transmission and analy-
sis of audio tones? The answers to these ques-
tions are quite straightforward: none of these
techniques in isolation is the solution to the
problem. In order to read the association table
of an access point, there is a need to have access
to the WiFi infrastructure, which is often not
allowed. Even if possible, a person with several
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WiFi devices may generate false positives. A
count based on the result of a Bluetooth discov-
ery [9] is error-prone because of the likelihood
of reaching out to distant devices. RF-based
device-free localization techniques [10] require
the support of an infrastructure of several radio
devices. Acoustic-based counting engines as in
[11] are error-prone because of surrounding
noise and audio sensitivity to clothes. Counting
people through computer vision techniques [12]
requires customized infrastructure, suffers from
privacy concerns, and is limited by lighting con-
ditions. Crowd++ inference is instead based on
a much more localized event — speech — that
can significantly scope the count inference to
specific geographic regions. It is also passive,
since no active sounds by the devices need to be
played.

We also acknowledge that in other places,
such as subway stations or movie theaters, silence
or loud noise can dominate, making it difficult
for Crowd++ to properly operate. We note,
however, that Crowd++ should not be seen as a
replacement of any of the existing approaches.
Rather, it should be seen as a complementary
solution that can be useful to boost the crowd
count accuracy by working in concert with differ-
ent techniques. Prior information about a certain
place, such as the average number of people in
attendance, combined with the properties of sta-
tistical sub-sampling can also be used to boost
the final count accuracy.

We have implemented Crowd++ on four
Android smartphones and two tablet computers,
and collected over 1200 min of audio over the
course of three months from 120 different peo-
ple. The audio is recorded by Crowd++ in a
range of different environments, from quiet ones
(home and office) to noisy places like restau-
rants, malls, and public squares. We show that
the average difference between the actual num-
ber of speakers and the inferred count with
Crowd++ is slightly over 1 for quiet environ-
ments and no larger than 2 in very noisy outdoor
environments [8]. While Crowd++ may be
deemed only an initial step, we show that faith-
ful people count estimates in conversations can
nevertheless be achieved with sufficient accura-
cy. We conjecture that this accuracy is adequate
and meaningful for many applications — such as
social sensing applications, crowd monitoring,
and social hotspots characterization just to name
a few — where exact count estimation is not
necessarily a requirement.

The code release of the Crowd++ applica-
tion can be found in [13].

UNSUPERVISED SPEAKER COUNTING
Knowledge of a person’s social activity level or a
social setting’s popularity is important for many
applications. These two scenarios appear to be
very different, but they can both be character-
ized by the number of active speakers in the
conversation. To estimate the number of active
speakers in a group of people, we decompose
this process into three steps:
• Speech detection
• Feature extraction
• Counting

In the speech detection phase, we discard the
silence periods and background noise, and only
keep the human voice segments. In the feature
extraction phase, we then extract the feature that
can uniquely characterize each speaker from the
speech data. In the counting phase, we use a dis-
tance function to characterize the dissimilarity if
the two speech segments come from different
speakers, and then apply an unsupervised learn-
ing technique that, operating on the feature vec-
tors with the support of the distance model,
finally determines the speaker count. We refer
to this application as Crowd++, and we show
the overview of the Crowd++ pipelined
approach in Fig. 1.

SPEECH FEATURES AND DISTANCE METRICS
Crowd++ learning algorithm is based on a fea-
ture vector composed by pitch and mfcc fea-
tures, as largely used in speech processing
algorithms. A distance model to quantify the dis-
similarity between feature vectors, and hence
between speakers is employed. We first intro-
duce a few terms that are essential to our count-
ing algorithm.

Pitch: In speech, pitch is the relative highness
or lowness of a tone perceived by the ear, which
depends on the number of vibrations per second
produced by the vocal cords. We have two gen-
eral observations about pitch. First, human pitch
is distinctively different from that of other crea-
tures or sounds from objects. Second, a male’s
pitch is statistically lower than a female’s. As a
result, given an audio segment, we can use its
pitch value to tell whether there is any human
speech in the segment, and further, to tell the
gender of the speaker. 

MFCC: Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients
(MFCC) is a representation of the short-term
power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear
cosine transformation of a log power spectrum
on a nonlinear mel scale of frequency, which
approximates the sensitivity of the human ear.
Thus, it can efficiently characterize each speak-

Figure 1. The sequence of operations in Crowd++.
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er. Usually, the vector containing the 2nd–13th
coefficients is good enough for human voice
characterization. 

Feature distance: After obtaining the speech
feature vectors, we need a distance model to
quantify the dissimilarity between the voice fea-
ture vectors. We select the cosine similarity dis-

tance, which is essentially the angle between two
vectors in the geometric hyperplane. With this
distance model, we can get a general idea of the
distance distribution of speech vectors from the
same speaker and speech vectors from different
speakers. Such distributions are key to our
speaker counting process.

SPEAKER COUNTING PROCESS
Here we discuss the speaker counting algorithm.
The first step is to segment the audio recording
into n equal length audio segments. For each
segment, we compute its pitch and MFCC vec-
tors. After detecting whether there is human
speech in the segment based on its pitch value,
we filter out noises and only keep those speech
segments.

The main idea of speaker counting is to dis-
tinguish different speakers from the audio seg-
ments. Thus, the most critical part is speaker
distinction (i.e., to identify whether or not the
two audio segments come from the same speak-
er). Given two speech segments, we tell whether
they belong to the same speaker as follows:
• Same speaker: If the MFCC distance is less

than qs or the pitch infers the same gender
• Different speakers: If the MFCC distance is

larger than qd or the pitch infers different
genders

• Uncertainty: Otherwise
The thresholds, qs and qd, are empirically

determined in the calibration phase before we
conduct the evaluation. We note that the opti-
mal threshold values may vary across different
phone models because of different sensitivity
levels of mobile device microphones. The
choice of these two thresholds is driven by the
desire to be conservative in the discovery of
new speakers while minimizing the number of
false positives. In our implementation, we first
conducted a calibration phase by collecting
monologue speech from 10 participants (5
males and 5 females) from different countries
with different accents and different phone
models. Next, we divide their speech into small-
er segments, compute the MFCC distance val-
ues from the same speaker and different
speakers,  and denote them as D s and Dd,
respectively. Finally, qs and qd are chosen as
the median value from Ds and Dd. During this
process, each phone model collects its audio
data and determines its own optimal values for
qs and qd. More detailed information can be
found in [13].

This speaker distinction function is the core
of our counting algorithm, which consists of two
steps.

Round One: Forward Clustering — Here we
aggregate neighboring segments that produce
similar features. More specifically, we merge the
neighboring segments if the speaker distinction
function indicates that they come from the
speaker. This clustering algorithm scans each
segment once, resulting in a linear time com-
plexity. The rationale behind forward clustering
is that there is usually temporal correlation in
speech; the likelihood of contiguous segments
containing the same voice is high when the seg-
ments are short enough. After running the for-

Figure 2. Room occupancy at WINLAB during the first week of the
Crowd++ deployment: a) room A; b) room B; c) room C.
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ward clustering algorithm, we have fewer and
longer segments. We also note that longer seg-
ments have better performance in distinguishing
different speakers and further boosting counting
accuracy.

Round Two: Speaker Counting — At this
stage, initially we label the first speech segment
as the first speaker. Next, we keep scanning the
following segments by applying our speaker dis-
tinction function. If the new speech segment
comes from one or more of the identified voices,
we merge it with the most similar one. On the
contrary, we count a new speaker if and only if it
is different from all the identified voices. We
discard the speech segments that are not distin-
guishable enough, such as the speech with par-
tial silence, overlap, or unvoiced data. For more
details about the Crowd++ learning algorithm
please refer to [8].

Crowd++ is designed to operate in a fully
distributed manner, with the inference being
performed by each smartphone individually.
However, a more cooperative approach as in
[14], involving multiple devices at the same
time in the inference process, could also be
adopted to further boost the inference accu-
racy.

As we discuss in the following section,
Crowd++ can be harnessed in different MCS
application scenarios, some of them being, for
instance, the assessment of people’s social activi-
ty level or popularity of a certain place. In the
rest of this section, we discuss three possible
Crowd++ applications. 

CROWD++ APPLICATIONS IN
MOBILE CROWD SENSING

CROWD ESTIMATION AND
SOCIAL HOTSPOTS DISCOVERY

We assume that people usually engage in con-
versations in social public spaces such as restau-
rants, pubs, student center, or meeting rooms.
Therefore, we can use Crowd++ to estimate the
number of people talking, and use this informa-
tion to assess the “crowded-ness” of these places.
As a proof of concept, we have deployed three
smartphones running Crowd++, each in a dif-
ferent conference room at WINLAB, Rutgers
University, to track the occupancy of each room.
We have written a HotRoom smartphone app
that samples the room every 15 min by recording
the sound in the room for 5 min. We continu-
ously ran this app in all three conference rooms
for two weeks. 

The three conference rooms at WINLAB are
shown in Fig. 4. Two of them are in the main
area (rooms B and C), while the third one
(room A) is located in the left wing of a build-
ing that is connected to the main area through a
long hallway. Room C is much larger than room
B, with the former holding 30 seats and the lat-
ter only six seats. The third one, room A, can
hold eight seats. Usually, rooms A and B are
more popular than room C because a large por-
tion of the meetings often have only a small
number of participants. This is further con-
firmed by the occupancy data of the three con-

ference rooms that are observed Monday
through Friday, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where
we sum up the inferred speaker count across
different workdays from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. for two
weeks. Among the three conference rooms, A is
the most popular one due to its more private
location. For room A, we observe two regular
patterns: around 10 a.m., which is the regular
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Figure 3. Room occupancy at WINLAB during the second week of the
Crowd++ deployment: a) room A; b) room b; and c) room c.
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meeting time for a WINLAB spinoff startup,
and around 3:30 p.m., which is when most of the
faculty meet their students. Room B is mostly
occupied in the afternoon. Among the three
conference rooms, room C is the least popular
because it is a much larger space, usually
reserved only for big events such as Ph.D.
defense. Nonetheless, in many cases, only one
person is inferred, even in room C. This can be
an underestimation of the ground truth because
usually the presenter talks dominantly during
his/her defense.

We also show the heat map of conference
room usage at 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday of the first
week in Fig. 4. This pictorial representation is
quite useful and helps people realize the status
of a room when looking for empty spaces. With-
out Crowd++, there would be a need to deploy
costly and static sensing infrastructures.

With Crowd++ running on a large scale we
could provide town-wide heat maps of the most
popular social places, as shown in Fig. 5. This
information could be used, for example, to aug-
ment local search results showing the most pop-
ular bars, restaurants, stores, and venues where
people gather in large groups.

PERSONAL SOCIAL DIARY

Doctors analyze their patients’ social patterns to
predict depression or social isolation and take
early actions. Rather than using ad hoc hardware
[4], which could potentially perturb the quality
of the measurements, Crowd++ can be installed
on the smartphones of people potentially affect-
ed by depression to monitor their social engage-
ment in a more scalable and less invasive
manner. Crowd++ would operate transparently
as these people go about their daily lives. Toward
this goal, Crowd++ could also be used to build
a person’s social diary, inferring how many peo-
ple the person talks to and at what time, which is
a useful tool for seniors, Alzheimer’s Disease
patients, and people with clinical depression.

As a proof of concept, we have recruited
three participants, a teacher, a student, and a
company employee, to use our SocialDiary sup-
ported by the Crowd++ app to record their
conversations for a week. This app records audio
every 2 h for 8 min. We show the log for the stu-
dent on a weekday and a weekend in Fig. 6.
From the social diary, we observe that the stu-
dent has very different social patterns on work-
days than on weekends: on a typical weekday,
she gets up early, attends a class with active dis-
cussion, attends work meetings with her advisor
in the afternoon, and has lunch and dinner most-
ly alone. On weekends, her pattern is flipped:
she gets up very late, has a long brunch with her
friends, and dinner with a family member.

EVENT ENGAGEMENT ESTIMATION
Crowd++ can be used to estimate how engaging
an event is (i.e., the level of interaction between
speakers). For example, as a student, you may
want to take a class where the teacher promotes
interactions with students during lectures. This
feature could be captured by the number of peo-
ple who talk during a lecture. Such a measure-
ment could allow parents to be aware of their
kids’ participation in the classroom as well, or
for those attending large public meetings with
potentially multiple working groups. In this sce-
nario, an attendee may want to join the group
with the most active discussions. In both scenar-
ios, Crowd++ can be used to capture the level
of engagement in the event with interesting
social implications.

As a preliminary experiment, we have record-
ed two lectures and two recitation sessions on a
university campus, and four seminars from an
industrial working space. Each recording lasts 60
min. We segment each audio into six 10-min seg-
ments and estimate the speaker count in each
segment, as well as the total speaker count for the
whole period. We show how the speaker count
varies with time in Fig. 7. We observe that the
recitation involves the least interaction of all —
the instructor spends most of the time showing
how to solve the homework problems on the
blackboard. The regular class has a steady inter-
action level throughout the duration, while the
seminar presents more questions at the beginning.

A more comprehensive set of results about
Crowd++ performance in different scenarios,
including noisy environments, can be found in
[8].

Figure 4. The hotmap of WINLAB conference usage at 15:30 p.m. on
November 12, 2013.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION

In order to operate correctly and accurately,
ideally Crowd++ should run continuously on a
mobile device. Continuous audio recording and
processing, however, would severely impact the
battery performance, and necessary precau-
tions need to be taken. We adopt a duty-cycling
approach to sensing and inference. In our
implementation, Crowd++ records audio for 5
min every 15 min. The Crowd++ count infer-
ence is performed on every recording. We
chose the HTC EVO 4g, Samsung Galaxy S2
and S4, Google Nexus 4, and Motorola Moto
X as five different devices to test the battery
duration with these parameters. Our measure-
ments in Fig. 8 show that the battery can last
more than 24 hours using the latest smart-
phone devices. All the measurements are col-
lected with WiFi service running in the  on the
phone, and include both the audio recording
and processing. These battery durations are
compatible with the normal usage of a phone,
which is typically recharged at night. We note
that these battery durations are achieved with
a fixed duty cycle, providing a lower bound on
the battery lifetime. Energy boost could be
obtained, for example, by running Crowd++
only in public places. This policy would serve
two purposes: longer battery life and privacy in
private spaces. 

DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the energy optimiza-
tion, privacy concerns, and feasibility of
Crowd++.

HOW CAN WE FURTHER CONSERVE ENERGY?
Further conserving energy consumption
(beyond fixed duty cycling) presents unique
challenges. Inferring speaker count is data
intensive for both recording and processing.
Unlike speech recognition and speaker identifi-
cation, in which the required speech data are
relatively short (e.g., around 10 s), speaker
count can only be extracted from a conversa-
tion if we have at least a few minutes of audio
data in order to capture everyone’s voice. To
conserve energy, the ideal policy is to turn on
the microphone when and only when the con-
versation takes place, which is hard to imple-
ment unless a low-power secondary mic, as in
the Motorola Moto X, is available. Instead, we
can explore the following approaches.

Heterogenous Processing — One way to
achieve energy efficiency is through the addition
of a hardware dongle that separates speech
detection and audio processing. For example,
SpeakerSense [15] uses an external MSP430-
based hardware dongle to detect speech in a
low-power mode and wake up the smartphone
“just in time” for audio processing. Another way
is to assign the speech processing task to a dedi-
cated core to achieve energy efficiency. For
example, Moto X is equipped with such a core
in its CPU architecture, so all the speech-related
processing can be done on this core that is opti-
mized for such tasks. 

Context-Based Opportunistic Sampling —
We can also explore the possibility of predicting
when a conversation takes place and turn on the
speaker counting service accordingly. Next, we
explain how this may work using a method driv-
en by a personal social diary. The main idea is

Figure 6. The social diary of a participant shows that she has different social
patterns on weekdays and weekends.
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that we can learn a person’s conversation pat-
terns with respect to various personal/environ-
mental contexts.

Proximity detection. Given that it is safe to
assume people always carry a smartphone, we
can detect phone proximity through short-range
radio analysis techniques to determine whether
two phones are close to each other, which is an
indicator that the people may be engaged in a
conversation. Proximity may then be used as a
soft hint for Crowd++ to start audio sensing. 

Lightweight sampling. A more efficient sens-
ing and processing duty cycling technique could
be adopted. For example, the duty cycle could
follow a backoff policy, where the microphone
samples for a short duration just to detect voic-
es. If no voice is detected, an exponential back-
off could be applied to the sensing sleeping time.
The backoff is reset when a voice is detected.

Learning-based prediction. We can collect a
person’s conversation log for a period of time,
and learn his conversation pattern. For example,
we may be able to correlate the likelihood of the
user talking to others with time of day, calendar
events, or certain phone usage patterns.
Crowd++ could again use this as a hint that
could drive smarter duty cycling policies.

PRIVACY
It is quite natural for privacy concerns to be
raised when doing audio analysis. These con-
cerns become more serious when the audio is
captured with a smartphone, which is often in
private spaces (e.g., homes). With this in mind,
we take specific steps to make sure that users’
privacy is preserved.

Speakers’ identities are never revealed.
Crowd++ is not able to associate a voice finger-
print to a specific person and is designed to only
infer the number of different speakers in an
anonymized manner. Crowd++ could potential-
ly identify only a phone’s owner if the algorithm
was actively trained to recognize the owner’s
voice. Identification of the owner may be option-

ally added to either improve the speaker count
accuracy or used in personal social diary applica-
tions.

The audio analysis is  always performed
locally on devices in order to avoid sensitive
data leaks. The audio is deleted right after the
audio features computation. Should communi-
cation with backend be needed, the servers
should be trusted, and off-the-shelf encryption
methods for the communications should be put
in place. Only features extracted from the
audio, rather than the raw audio itself, should
be sent to the server.

To guarantee the user’s privacy when the
data is sent to a backend server, and to prevent
attacks that exploit the audio features to recon-
struct the original audio, measures such as the
ones proposed by Liu et al. [16] should be put in
place. In this work, it is shown how to manipu-
late the MFCC features to a point at which they
are still effective for a machine learning algo-
rithm to infer events, while obfuscating the
underlying content of the raw audio.

Finally, by giving users the ability to config-
ure the application’s settings, Crowd++ should
be allowed to work only in specific locations —
say, in public places. Through geo-fencing tech-
nologies, the application could be automatically
activated and deactivated as directed by the
user’s preselected policies, such as activated in
the office and in restaurants but not at home.

FEASIBILITY OF CROWD++
We acknowledge that the performance of
Crowd++ is affected by the smartphone loca-
tion and surrounding audio context. For exam-
ple, the audio quality degrades when phones are
in pockets or backpacks. Nevertheless, as the
popularity of sensing-equipped mobile devices
and wearables (e.g., smart glasses, watches,
bracelets, and rings, Fig. 9) increases, more
devices can participate in the inference process
offsetting the errors of any individual inference.
Moreover, in a context of pervasive and ubiqui-
tous continuous sensing enabled by all these
devices, we expect a steady growth of services
and applications designed to infer human con-
text and behavior to augment and add new
dimensions to existing social, medical, and utility
applications.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we present an example of an MCS
instance called Crowd++, a scalable, privacy-
aware, and energy-efficient speaker-count appli-
cation based on audio analysis from mobile
devices’ microphones. In contrast to more com-
plex and less scalable counting techniques,
Crowd++ is a lightweight approach that can
support many different application scenarios:
from social sensing — to determine social
hotspots — to personal well being assessment
and social diary and social engagement, place
characterization, and more accurate localization
techniques.
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